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Abstract

In this article, we try to explain and unify standard divisibility tests
found in various books. We then look at recurring decimals, and list a
few of their properties. We show how to compute the number of digits in
the recurring part of any fraction. Most of these results are accompanied
by a proof (along with the assumptions needed), that works in a
Euclidean domain.

We then ask some questions related to the results, and mention some
similar questions that have been answered. In the final section (written
jointly with P. Moree), some quantitative statements regarding the
asymptotic behaviour of various sets of primes satisfying related
properties, are considered.

Part 1: Divisibility Tests

1. The Two Divisibility Tests: Going Forward and Backward

We are all familiar with divisibility tests for a few integers such as 3,
9, and 11. To test whether a number is divisible by 3 or 9, we look at
the sum of its digits, which is equivalent to taking the weighted sum of
the digits, the weights all being 1. For 11, the corresponding test is to
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examine the alternating sum and difference of digits, which means that
the weights are ....,1,1,1,1 −−

The problem of finding a sequence of weights for various divisors has
been dealt with in [8]; in this section, we briefly mention the various
tests. First, some notation. Any N∈s  with digits mjsj ≤≤0:  is a

polynomial of 10, i.e.,

( )∑
=

− ===
m

j

j
jmm ksssssss

0
011 :10

and similarly, one defines ( ),ks  given ., N∈ks  The coefficients are the

digits, i.e., 90 ≤≤ js  for all j. To test whether s is divisible by ,N∈d  let

kdk ,mod10≡  minimal. Then

( ) ( ) dksss mod10 ≡≡

and thus s is divisible by d if and only if ( )ks  is, i.e., the sequence of

weights is simply ...,,,, 210 kkk  where

.mod10 dkk d ≡= (1)

(In any base ,1>B  this test would correspondingly use .)mod dBkd ≡

This proves the divisibility tests for 3, 9, and 11 (the last one holds
because ).11mod110 −≡  It also helps test for powers of 2 and 5 (e.g., a

number is divisible by 25 iff its last two digits are 00, 25, 50, or 75).
However, if ,20>n  then ,mod10 nk ≡  and the one with smallest k

is 10 itself. So this does not simplify the testing of divisibility.

We now mention the reverse test, also given in [8]. Suppose N∈d

is now coprime to both 2 and 5. Then 10 has a multiplicative inverse
modulo d, and we shall take k to be the representative of least absolute
value. Thus, dk mod110 ≡  and k  is minimal. Then given =s

∑ =− = m
j

j
jmm sssss

0011 ,10  we have

∑ ∑ ∑
= = =

−−













≡≡≡

m

j

m

j

m

j

jm
j

mj
j

j
j dksksss

0 0 0

.mod1010 (2)
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Since ( ) ,110,gcd =d  s is divisible by d if and only if

( ) ∑
=

−=
m

j

jm
jksks

0

is too. Thus, the sequence of weights (proceeding right to left this time) is

simply ,...,,, 210 kkk  where

.mod10 1 dkk d
−≡= (3)

Observe that we can also use equation (2) to compute s mod d even when

s is not divisible by d. We simply reduce dm mod10  and multiply the

result by ( ) .mod dks d

For example, .329 =k  Thus, to test 841 for divisibility by 29, we

compute ( ) ( ) ( ) ,299128313483841 2 =++=×+×+=  which is divisible

by 29. Hence .84129 |  Note that this test is better than the standard one,

because 1029 =k  or –19. (As a later result on k-values for arithmetic

progressions shows, we might, of course, get large values of k for large

values of d.) Note that the tests for 3, 9, and 11 work this way just as well.

2. The Proofs for a General Euclidean Domain

2.1. Preliminaries

Definitions. (1) Let ( )ν,E  be a (commutative) Euclidean domain

with unity. Thus, E is a commutative integral domain, with unity and a

valuation { } { },0:0\: 0 ∪NN =→ν E  such that:

(a) ds ≠∀ 0,  in E, we can carry out the Euclidean algorithm. In other

words, there exist Erq ∈,  so that ,rdqs +=  with 0=r  or ( ) ( ).dr ν<ν

(b) If Eba ∈,  are nonzero, then ( ) ( ).aab ν≥ν

(By general theory, E is also a PID, and hence a UFD.)
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(2) Define { },0:0 ∪×= EE  where ×E  is the group of units in E. (Thus,

EE =0  iff E is a field.)

(3) Given ( )ds,  as above, define .0 sq =  Given ,nq  inductively define

1+nq  and nr  to be any choice of quotient and remainder, when one divides

by d. In other words, nnn rdqq += +1  for all n.

We say that the Euclidean algorithm terminates for ( ),, ds  if there is

a sequence of nq ’s, that is eventually identically zero (equivalently by

Lemma 1 below, some ).0=nq

(4) We also say that the strong Euclidean algorithm holds if given

Es ∈  and a nonzero nonunit ,\ 0EEd ∈  for any choice of quotient q and

remainder r (in the Euclidean algorithm), we have ( ) ( )sq ν<ν  ( .resp

( ) ( )),dr ν<ν  if q (resp. r) is nonzero.

For example, the strong Euclidean algorithm holds for Z=E  and

[ ],XF  F a field. The latter is easy to see, since the degrees of rq,  must be

less than that of ds,  respectively; for the former, suppose .rdqs +=  If

,sdq ≤  then we are done; else .sdq >  But then ,0≠r  so =q

( ) ( ) .1+<+≤− dsdrsdrs  But this is at least

( ) 12 +s  since ,0Ed ∉  so ( ) .12 +< sq  If ,2>s  then we are

done; otherwise ,2 sd =>  and we have ( ) .20212 +⋅=−+⋅= ddd  In

both cases, ( ) ( ).2 qs ν>=ν

We now show two easy lemmas; the first shows what it means to

satisfy one of the defining axioms of a Euclidean domain, and the second

explores properties of units, related to the valuation.

Lemma 1. Given a commutative integral domain E with unit, that

satisfies the Euclidean algorithm (as in (1) (a) above) for some ,: 0N→ν E

the following are equivalent:

(1) The Euclidean algorithm gives unique quotient and remainder,

when applied to ( )dde,  for any Ee ∈  and any .0≠d
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(2) The Euclidean algorithm gives unique quotient and remainder,

when applied to ( )d,0  for any .0≠d

(3) ( ) ( ) .0, ≠∀ν≥ν baaab

Proof. Clearly, (1) implies (2). Given (2), suppose ( ) ( )aab ν<ν  for some

., ba  Then if we divide 0 by a, we have two solutions to the Euclidean

algorithm, namely

( ) ( )ababa +⋅−=+⋅= 000

which is a contradiction. Finally, given (3), suppose we have a solution to

.rqdde +⋅=  Thus ( ),qedr −=  so that if ,qe ≠  then ( ) ( ) ( ),rdr ν>ν≥ν

a contradiction. Hence qe =  and .0=r

Lemma 2. The following are equivalent for :0 EB ∈≠

(1) ×∈ EB  (i.e., B is a unit).

(2) ( ) ( )eBe ν=ν  for all nonzero .Ee ∈

(3) ( ) ( ).1ν=ν B

(4) ( ) ( ).1ν≤ν B

(5) The set ( ) ( ){ }BaEa ν<ν∈≠ :0  is empty.

Proof. Firstly, if B is a unit, then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),1 eeBBBee ν=ν≤ν≤ν −  so

they are all equal and (1) ⇒ (2). Setting ( ) ( ) ( ).432,1 ⇒⇒=e  Next, (4)

implies (5) because ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Baa ν≥ν≥⋅ν=ν 11  for all nonzero a, so that

the desired set of elements is empty. Finally, assume (5). Then rqB +=1

by the Euclidean algorithm, and 0=r  or ( ) ( ).Br ν<ν  Given our

assumption (5), we conclude that 0=r  and ,1 qB=  so that B is a unit.

We now adapt the results of the previous section to ( )., νE  Henceforth

we assume that E is not a field. Fix a base .0EB ∉  From Lemma 2 above,

this means that we can talk of “digits” for numbers. Fix also a divisor

Ed ∈  coprime to B (i.e., g.c.d. ( ) ).1, =Bd
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Lemma 3. (1) If the strong Euclidean algorithm holds, then it

terminates for all ( )., Bs  In other words, every Es ∈  can be written as

∑ =− == m
j

j
jmm Bssssss

0011 ,  where 0=is  or ( ) ( )Bsi ν<ν  for all i.

(2) If ( ) ,1, =dB  then .mod! 1 dB−∃

Proof. The first part follows from carrying out the Euclidean

algorithm repeatedly, i.e., repeatedly dividing by B. Note that at each

stage, the quotient 1+nq  has a strictly smaller ν-value than the previous

quotient ,nq  whence it must eventually be less than ( ).Bν  Then we define

02 =+nq  and .11 ++ = nn qr

The second part holds in any PID: since B and d are coprime, we can

find E∈βα 00 ,  such that .100 =β+α dB  Thus ,mod10 dB ≡α  and 0α

is an inverse modulo d.

If there are two such, namely 1
1
−B  and ,1

2
−B  then ( ) ≡− −− BBB 1

2
1

1

,mod011 d≡−  so it equals ld  for some .El ∈  Multiplying by ,0α  and

noting that ,1 00 dB β−=α  we get

( ) [( ) ]dlBBBB 00
1

2
1

1
1

2
1

1 α+β−=− −−−−

which means that ,LHSd |  and 1−B  is unique modulo d, as claimed.

2.2. The proof of the reverse test

We again test whether or not s is divisible by d in E. Clearly, we have
two different methods, as above. The first (or standard) method is as
above, and we focus on the second one now. For notation we fix ,1>B

our base, and d, our divisor, that is coprime to B. Given a dividend ,Es ∈

let 0s  be the unit’s digit and β be the “rest”, i.e., ,0sBs +β=  with 00 =s

or ( ) ( ).0 Bs ν<ν

Theorem 1. There is a unique ,dEEk ∈  that satisfies the following

condition for all :Es ∈

dss mod00 ≡β=   iff dks mod00 ≡+β
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moreover,

.mod: 1 dBkkk dd
−≡== (4)

Proof. Existence is easy: define .mod1 dBkd
−≡  Now we see that

( ) .mod00 dsksBksk ddd ≡+β≡+β  Since B and d were coprime, hence

so are dk  and d, so dsBs mod00 ≡+β=  iff ,mod00 dskd ≡+β  as

desired.

For uniqueness, suppose any such k exists. We then keep dk  as above.

Now take any multiple s of d, so that ,10 =s  i.e., .mod1 Bs ≡  Since d

and B are coprime, such a multiple clearly exists (e.g., from the proof of
Lemma 3 above, ).mod10 Bd ≡β  Then by our condition, kks +β=+β 0

.mod0 d≡  But since ,mod0 ds ≡  hence ,mod0 dskd ≡  whence we get

( ) .mod01 dkBksk ddd ≡+β≡+β=

Thus ,mod0 dkkd ≡+β≡+β  whence ,mod dkk d≡  as required.

Notation. Henceforth, we only consider dividends of the form =s

,0ssm  where the is ’s are the digits of s, when written in base B. Let

mnn l <<<< 10  for some l. Then define ( )dsnn k
l ,...,,1

α  to be the

sum

,0111 121
2

1
1 sskssksskss n

n
dnn

nn
dnn

nn
dnm

l
ll

ll
ll

ll
l −−

−
−

− ++++
−−

−
−

−

where ba ss  is the number with digits ,...,, ba ss  respectively (when

written from left to right, in base B).

Corollary 1. ( ) .mod,...,,1
dsBk l

l
n

dsnn
−≡α

Proof. We compute, for general i,

∑
−

=

−−
−

−
+

+
=

1

1

1

1

i

i

iil
ii

il

n

nj

nj
j

nn
dnn

nn
d Bskssk …

∑ ∑
−

=

−

=

−+−−
+ +

≡≡
1 11 1

.
i

i

i

i

liil

n

nj

n

nj

jn
dj

njnn
dj ksks
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Therefore we have

( ) ∑ ∑ ∑
= = =

−−−− ≡≡≡≡α
m

j

m

j

m

j

nj
j

nj
dj

n
d

jn
djdsnn sBBsBkskksk llll

l
0 0 0

,...,,1

(where everything is modulo d ). Hence we are done.

Remarks. Thus, the number dk  (as above) also satisfies (for any s):

(1) For all such tuples ( ) dsnn l mod0,...,,1 ≡  iff ( ) ≡α dsnn k
l ,...,,1

.mod0 d

(2) Hence for all dsi mod0, ≡  iff ( ) ≡+=α − 01, sskssk i
i
dimdsi

.mod0 d

(3) Setting 1...,,1 −=∀= miini  in (1), we get that ds mod0≡  iff

( ) ( ) .mod0,1...,,2,1 dkk dsdsm ≡α=α −

In particular, the “reverse” divisibility tests (in Theorem 1 and
Section 1) mentioned above, do hold.

Example. There is a well-known divisibility test for 7 that involves
splitting up numbers into groups of three digits and then taking the
alternate sum and difference of the numbers. For instance, to check
142857142 for divisibility by 7, we compute: =−=+− 857284142857142

,7mod113573 ≡−≡−  whence .142857142|7 /  The reason this works is

the corollary above (and the remarks following it), if we note that ≡1000

,7mod1−  so that .7mod1106 ≡

We now show that the k-values of terms in an arithmetic progression
(more precisely, having the same “unit’s digit”), themselves form an
arithmetic progression. This is useful to calculate k-values for general d,
if we know the k-value of only the unit’s digit of d (for example, knowing

,9k  we can easily calculate ,, 2919 kk  etc.).

Theorem 2. Take Ea ∈  Ba,(  coprime), and .Em ∈  Let .aBmd +=

Then

,mod dmlkkk amBad +≡= +   where ( ).11 −= aBk
a

l (5)
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Proof. We compute:

( ) ( ) ( )mBalBmlalBmlBkmlkB aa ++=++=+=+ 11

( ) .mod1mod1 dmBa ≡+≡

Hence by definition of ,dk  we are done.

Lemma 4. Let ( ),aBd t −|  where ×∈ Ea  and .0N∈t  Then ≡dk

( ) .mod1 daBBt −

Proof. ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) .modmod11111 dBkdaBaBaaBBB d
ttt ≡≡+−== −−−

Hence we cancel B (modulo d ) to get the result.

This (last) result tells us, in particular, the divisibility tests for 3, 9,

and 11. We now give an example in the Euclidean domain [ ]XFE =

(where F is a field.).

Example. We now show how the Factor Theorem for polynomials is

an example of the reverse test. We work with ,XB =  and cXd −=  for

some .×∈ Fc  We want to check if a general element

∑
=

− ==
m

j

j
jmm Xssssss

0
011…

is divisible by d or not. From Lemma 4 above, .mod1 dckd
−≡  Thus to

check whether or not sd |  is the same as checking whether or not ( )cX −

divides ( ) ( )∑ =
−− ∈=α m

j
jm

jds Fcsk
0

1 .  Since this is a scalar, it should be

zero, and multiplying by mc  should still give zero. Thus,

( ) ( )XscX |−   iff ∑
=

=
m

j

j
jcs

0

0   iff ( ) 0=cs

and this is just the Factor Theorem for polynomials. Moreover, Theorem 2

above says that the “k-value” function (taking cmXdm −=  to ( )),mdk  is

a linear function in .Fm ∈
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2.3. Testing for divisibility by general En ∈

We now check whether or not a given number s is divisible by n,

where En ∈  need not be coprime to B, the base in which both s and n are

written. To do this, we take h
hppdpn ααα= 21

21  (by unique factorization

in the UFD E ), where d is coprime to B, and hppp ...,,, 21  are some or

all of the primes that divide ( )....,,2,1for hiB i =∈α N

Divisibility by d is tested by the method given above, and for each ,ip

we perform the analogue (in base B) of the “n-right-digits test”.

If iβ  is the highest power of ip  dividing B, then to test for ,i
ipα  we

check whether or not the number formed by the  ii βα  rightmost digits

of s (in that order and in base B) is divisible by .i
ipα

 ( ,Here   x  is the least

integer greater than or equal to x, e.g., if ,ii α|β  then   ).iiii βα=βα

This is because the place value of each of the other digits is   ,iiB βα≥

and this is already divisible by   ,iii
ip βαβ  which is a multiple of .i

ipα

For example, take .Z=E  In base 10, to check for divisibility by 125,

we only need to check the three rightmost digits - they have to be 000,

125, 250, ..., 750, or 875. As another example, consider .12=B  Since

,2312 2×=  hence to check divisibility by ,28 3=  the     25.123 ==

rightmost digits have to be checked.

Part 2: Recurring Decimal Representations

3. Decimal Representation of Fractions - A Few Observations

We know that every rational number can be represented as a number

having a terminating or a recurring set of digits in its decimal

representation. We observe certain interesting properties of the digits in

the recurring portion, e.g., ...,142857142857.0
7
1 =  and upon multiplying

142857 by any number from 1 to 6, we get the same six digits in the same

cyclic order (142857, 285714, 428571, 571428, 714285, 857142). On
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multiplying it by 7, we get 999999, so that in the decimal representation,

it becomes .19999.0 =  Another similar case is 05882352.0
17
1 =

...,058894117647  and if 0588 … 7647 (including the zero) is multiplied

by any number from 1 to 16, then the same sixteen digits are obtained in

the same cyclic order; if it is multiplied by 17, then the result; of course,

is 9999...9999 (sixteen 9’s). This is further addressed in the comments

following Lemma 10 below.

We also observe the following phenomenon, which we quote from [19]:

We know that .142857.071 =  If we square 142857, we get 20408122449.

Take the first six digits (from the right) and add them to the number
formed by the rest (we take six digits because 142857 has six digits). We
then get .14285712244920408 =+

Similarly, if we take 037.0271 =  and square 37, then we get 1369,

and adding the rest to the three rightmost digits yields ,3703691 =+

again a multiple of the original number. We shall also show this
phenomenon in general, in Lemma 10 below.

We observe another interesting property in both cases - and more
generally, in the case of every prime whose reciprocal has an even
number of digits in its recurring decimal portion. Namely, if the second
half of numbers is kept below the first half, then the sum of every pair of

corresponding digits is 9 (e.g., in 142 857, ).9725481 =+=+=+  We give

further examples below, and explain this in Lemma 9 and Theorem 3
below.

First of all, how do we get recurring decimals? For an odd prime

,5≠p  we look at the order b of 10 in ( ) .×ZZ p  We have .mod110 pb ≡

Thus p divides ( ).nines9999110 bb =−  Let 110 −b  be denoted by

,9b  and let .
9

p
b r
p

=  Thus, we have ( ) ( ) === bbppp
99.01999.011

..0 …pprr  Then the number of digits in the recurring part of the

reciprocal of p gives the number of terms (i.e., b) in the chain. Related
facts are shown in Lemma 7 below.
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Given p, we have various chains of recurring decimals - for instance,

we have the (unique) chain ,571428142857 =  etc. for .71  However, for

some numbers (e.g., 13), we might have more than one chain. Let pc  be

the number of distinct chains. Then .1−= pcb pp

Now consider the situation in base B (for any ).1>B  In what follows,

the phrase “decimal expansion” also refers to the case of a general base B.
In general, for composite d, the recurring parts of dt  might have

recurring chains of different lengths as well (e.g., for ,21=d  in base 10,

the chains for 217  and 2114  have length 1 each, and are different from

the 6-digit chains for the other residues). However, if we denote the
different lengths of all possible chains by ,ib  and the number of chains of

a given length ( )ib=  by ic  (for ...),,2,1=i  then we have

for any d dd ,( N∈  coprime to B), ∑ =
i

ii dcb . (6)

We also remark that the number of chains pc  is also known as the

residual index, and it clearly equals [( ) ].: Bp ×ZZ

Note that in base 10, we take ,9.0999.01 ===dd  and this

makes the above sum one more than the ,1−d  that we obtained above,

in the case when d was a prime. Similarly for base B.

Of course, we can find many composite numbers d which have only
one value of b ( ),say,db=  e.g., .691 =b  This happens, for instance, when

d is the product of two or more primes, all distinct, and all having the
same b-value. This is addressed in Proposition 1 below.

Proof of Equation (6). Look at { },1: dtdt ≤≤  and look at their

“dec”imal representations. Clearly, there are no repetitions among the
various decimals, for the numbers in the above set are all distinct
(modulo d ). Further, the numbers in the set whose recurring chains

coincide with the chain baadt 1.0=  are precisely ( ) ,mod, ddBtdt

( ) ( ) .mod...,,mod 12 ddtBddtB b−  Hence, given any chain, every cyclic

permutation of it corresponds to dt  for some d.
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This gives a bijection between all cyclic permutations of a fixed chain

ib(  of them), and ib  of the residue classes modulo d. Hence we get

equation (6) above, because there are d residue classes modulo d (where

we also include ,9.01 == dd  etc.).

4. Properties of Recurring Decimals - Proofs

for a Euclidean Domain

We now work on fractions and recurring “dec”imals in base B, in a

Euclidean domain ( )., νE  Though we cannot talk about convergence here,

we can still talk about repeating decimals representing a fraction, and

such things.

Observe that if d≠0  is not a unit, then ( ) ( ),1 dν<ν  so d1  should

have an expansion of the form ( )∑ ∈= −
i

i
i EkBaaa ,.0 21  the quotient

field of E. ( ,Actually  we work in [[ ]] [ ][ ] ( ) ).11 −=− BXXEBE  We now

find out what the ia ’s are.

Remarks. (1) We do not worry about convergence issues here, and

only associate to a given fraction, a sequence ia  of numbers, without

worrying whether these numbers are actually digits or not ( ,.e.i  whether

( ) ≥ν ia  or ( )).Bν<  Note that if ,Z=E  then all sequences are actually

decimal expansions that converge, etc.

(2) If 0≠d  and ad |/  in E, then 21.0 aada =  iff ( ) ( ).da ν<ν  In

other words, there exists a representation of da  as 21.0 aa  iff the

quotient (when we divide a by d in E ) is zero, iff rrda =+⋅= 0  satisfies

the Euclidean algorithm, namely, that ( ) ( ) ( ).dra ν<ν=ν

Lemma 5. Suppose d≠0  is not a unit, and we define ..01
21 …aa

d
=

Then    .1 dBBdBa ii
i

−−=

Here, by  ,ba  we mean the quotient when we divide a by b.
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Warning. We need to choose and fix the quotients  ,dBi  since

these are not, in general, unique! Moreover, convergence cannot be

discussed, and the ia ’s need not be digits. (i.e., we do not know if we have

( ) ( )Bai ν<ν  or not).

Proof. Suppose we write ..01 21 …aad =  Clearly, the quotient (i.e.,

the number to the left of the decimal point) is zero because of the

Euclidean algorithm (and  since ( ) ( )).1 dν<ν  Next, 1a  is clearly of the

desired form, because of the same reason.

We now show that the ia ’s are as claimed, by induction on i. The base

case was done above. To show the claim for ,ia  multiply the equation

above by .iB  Thus, ...,,. 2121 ++= iii
i aaaaadB  so taking the quotient

of both sides yields

  .
1

21 ∑
=

−==
i

j
j

ji
i

i aBaaadB

This is because ( ) ( ) ,.0 111 rdqaaaadaadB inii
i +=+= +  say

(where ( ) )..0 11 Eaaaadr ini ∈= +  By the above assumption (since

( ) ),1, =dB  we get that ( ) ( ),dr ν<ν  so q and r are clearly the quotient

and remainder, as desired.

Assume by induction that we know the results for ....,, 11 −iaa  Then

     ( )∑
−

=

−− −−=
1

1

1
i

j

jjjii
i dBBdBBdBa

and the latter is a telescoping sum, so we get

     .01 dBBdBBdBa iii
i +−= −

But the last term is zero, because ( ) ( ).0 dB ν<ν  Hence we are done.

Lemma 6. The recurring decimal naa1.0  denotes the fraction

( ).11 −n
n Baa  If ,11 −= n

n Baa  then the decimal equals 1.
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Proof. Suppose ..0 1 naae =  Then .. 11 nn
n aaaaeB =

Subtracting from this the definition of e, we are done. If, moreover,

,11 −= n
n Baa  then ( ) ( ) .011 =−− eBn  Since B is not a unit, ;1≠nB

since E is an integral domain, we conclude that .1=e

Next, to talk about periodicity of any and every da  (for fixed d

coprime to B) in such a decimal expansion, we need the following:

Standing Assumption. B has finite order in ( ) .×dEE  (In

particular, .)×∉ Ed

Denote this order by e. Thus ( ) ( ) ( ).mod1
dddd kodBoBoe === −  We

now get

,.01111
2 ddee

e
rr

BBd
B

d
=






 ++−=

where 
d

Br
e

d
1−=  and this is how we get recurring decimal expansions.

Moreover, from the proof of Lemma 5 above, ( )  dBdBr ee
d =−= 1

( ( ) ( )) =ν<ν d1because  ,1 eaa  and hence dr  has e digits. Thus, the

correct way to look at this, in a Euclidean domain, is to look at the order

of B in ( ) ,×dEE  instead of the recurring decimal expansion or the

number of digits therein.

Lemma 7. If t is coprime to d, and B has finite order e in ( ) ,×dEE

then the sequence of ia ’s associated to dt  is recurring with period e.

Proof. The length of the sequence is the smallest N∈′e  such that

.mod dttBe ≡′  Since t is coprime to d, we get ee =′  by definition.

We now turn to repeating decimals with even period. We have

Lemma 8. B has (finite, and) even period, modulo a prime ,2| Bp /  iff

( )1+| lBp  for some .N∈l
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Proof. Suppose ( )1+| lBp  for some positive l; we assume, moreover,

that l is the least such. Thus ( ),12 −| lBp  whence the order ( )Bop  is finite

and divides .2l  Since ,2|/p  hence ,1| −/ lBp  whence ( ) .| lBop /  Thus

( ) ,2mBop =  for some .lm |

Conversely, if ( ) ,2mBop =  then ( ) ( ).11 −+| mm BBp  By definition

of order, ( ),1| −/ mBp  whence ( ),1+| mBp  and we are done. (Note,

moreover, that continuing the above proof of the first part, we find that
ml =  by choice of l.)

Lemma 9. Suppose ( )1+| lBd  for some .N∈l  Then for all a coprime

to d, the chains starting from the ith and the ( )il + th “digits” in the

recurring part of ,da  add up to a recurring chain that represents 1 or 0.

Proof. Since ,mod1 dBl −≡  hence the chain corresponding to adding

up the fractions ( ) ddaBi mod  and ( ) ,mod ddaB il+  yields the fraction

(( ( ) ) ) ,1mod1 ==−+ ddddBaaB ii  as claimed.

Examples. (1) Suppose Z=E  and ,10=B  so that ( ) ( ).1−ν>ν BB

Then ,857142.071 =  which satisfies the above assumptions, since the

chains add up to .19.0999999.0 ==

Similarly, .09.0111 =  Here is another way to write this. Observe that

( ),111090109 −+⋅=+⋅=  with ( ) ( ).1011 ν<−=−ν  Hence we can

also write ( ),11.0111 −=  and then ( ) .011 =−+  This corresponds to the

recurring chain 0.1  for 1.

(2) As another example, consider [ ],XFB =  with char .2≠F  Suppose

XB =  and 12 += Xd  ( ( ) ( )).1thatso −ν=ν BB  Clearly, B has order 4

modulo d, since ( ).14 −| Xd  So d1  should have four digits. But we also

know what these are: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )10101111 224 −=−=+−=−= XXXdBr e
d

in base .XB =  Thus ( )1010.01 −=d  and once again, every pair of

alternate digits adds up to zero.
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We thus see that the case Z=E  and 9.01 =  is somewhat of an

“exception”! This is made more precise now.

Theorem 3. Given a Euclidean domain ( )ν,E  that is not a field, the

following are equivalent:

(1) ( ) ( ) .1 0EBBB ∉∀−ν=ν

(2) ( ) ( ) ., 00 EcEBcBB ∈∉∀−ν=ν

(3) The Euclidean algorithm yields a unique quotient and remainder

when we divide any cBn −  by B, for any .,, 00 EcEBn ∈∉∈ N

(4) There is no ,0EB ∉  so that 1 can be expressed (in base B) as a

recurring decimal naa1.0  for some ,N∈n  with ( ) ( )Bai ν<ν  or .0=ia

Proof. We prove a series of cyclic implications.

(1) ⇒ (2):

This is clear for ,0=c  and for ,×∈ Ec  we have (assuming (1) and

using part (2) of Lemma 2)

( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ).1 111 BBcBccBccB ν=ν=−ν=−ν=−ν −−−

(2) ⇒ (3):

Suppose .dqBcBn +=−  Then ( ),dcB +|  whence ( )dc +  is not a

unit. If ,cd −≠  then ( )dc +  is a nonzero nonunit (whence ).0≠d  Hence

( ) ( )ddc ν=+ν  by (2). Moreover, ( ),dcB +|  so ( ) ( ) ( )ddcB ν=+ν≤ν

( ),Bν<  the last inequality is a consequence of the Euclidean algorithm.

This gives a contradiction, whence cd −=  and hence ,1−= nBq  as desired.

(3) ⇒ (4):

Suppose we can write 1 as a recurring “decimal”. Then by Lemma 6,

.1 111 −⋅+==− nnn
n aaBaaaB  Assuming (3), one notes that

,1−=na  since .1 0E∈−  Thus .1
11

−
− = n

n Baa  Once again, by (3) we
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get that .01 =−na  Proceeding inductively, we get that ,10 niai <<∀=

and finally, we are left with ,1 Ba =  a contradiction to ( ) ( ).1 Ba ν<ν

Hence 1 cannot be written in recurring form.

(4) ⇒ (1):

We prove the contrapositive. Suppose we have a 0EB ∉  so that

( ) ( ).1−ν≠ν BB  There are two cases. If ( ) ( ),1−ν>ν BB  then (using

Lemma 6) we have the expansion ( )1.01 −= B  in base B. On the other

hand, if ( ) ( ),1−ν<ν BB  then the expansion ( )BBe −= .0  in base ( ),1−B

again equals 1 (by Lemma 6).

Lemma 10. Suppose ,1 d
e rdB ⋅=−  where dr  is the recurring part.

Fix N∈lk,  and consider .dkr  Then the number formed by the first le

“digits” (or ia ’s), added to the number formed by the rest, yields a number

that is divisible by .dr

Proof. The number in question is obtained as follows: suppose the
“rest of the digits” form a number .s′  (For instance, if ,Z=E  then we

could write  ,le
d Bkrs =′  where this denotes the greatest integer in the

quotient.) Then the total number obtained is

( ) ( )sBkrsBkrs le
d

le
d ′−−=′−+′ 1

and this is divisible by ,dr  the quotient being ( ).1 elee BBsdk −+++′−

We now show some of the facts from the previous sections. First of
all, observe that if ,.0 1 iaadt =  then 21.0 ++ ii aa  comes from

the expansion of ,dtBi  or from ( ) ,mod daddtBi =  say. Thus if

( ) ,1 dBr e
d −=  then the recurring part of da  would correspond to .dar

This explains why recurring decimal expansions keep getting permuted
cyclically, upon being multiplied by various numbers.

Next, we define ,dD  for any d satisfying the above assumption, to be

the order e of B in ( ) ,×dEE  or equivalently, the “number of terms” of the
sequence ( ),ia  in dr  above.
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Suppose ∏ =
α=

n
i i

ipd
1

 as above, where ip  are primes in E (which is

a unique factorization domain). If ,dd |′  then

( )EEddE ⊆′→→0

and hence

.0→′→ EdEdEE

(The kernel is, of course, ,dEEd′  so we get the short exact sequence

00 →′→→′→ EdEdEEdEEd

for every choice of .)d′  In particular, B has finite order in every ( )×′EdE

(because if ,mod1 dBe ≡  then );mod1 dBe ′≡  in particular, in ( )×EpE i

as well. Thus we can talk of 
ipD  as well. However, this does not guarantee

that the standing assumption holds for n
ip  for all n. So we need to make

a stronger assumption.

However, let us remark that once B has finite order in ( ) ,×dEE

every dt  has a recurring decimal expansion. For, we write dtdt ′′=  in

lowest terms, and then from the above remarks, B has finite order in

( ) ,×′EdE  and we are done.

Proposition 1. Suppose hppd 1=  for distinct primes ,ip  all

coprime to B. Let ( )N∈ib  denote the order of B in ( ) .×EpE i

(1) Then B has finite order in ( ) ,×dEE  and this order, denoted by ,db

say, is the l.c.m. of the ib ’s.

(2) If ,ibb di ∀=  then B has order db  in ( ) ,×′EdE  for every nonunit

.dd |′

Proof. (1) Clearly, ,mod01 ipB i
lcm ∀≡−  where lcm denotes the

l.c.m. of the ib ’s. Since the ip ’s are mutually coprime, and E is a UFD,
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hence ∏i ip  also divides .1−lcmB  Thus B has finite order in ( ) ,×dEE

and moreover, this order has to divide the l.c.m. But the l.c.m. has to

divide the order as well, so we are done.

(2) Suppose .ibb di ∀=  Now, if ,| ad /  then da  is of the form ,sr

where r and s are coprime, and s is a product of some of the ip ’s. Clearly,

sr  and s1  have the same number of recurring digits, because ( ) .1, =sr

But 1≠s  is a product of some ip ’s, and each ip1  has db  recurring digits.

Hence so does ,1 s  and so does .dasr =

5. The Period of Recurrence of a Fraction

in a Euclidean Domain

We have the following

Lemma 11. If B has finite order e modulo p, then the following are

equivalent:

(1) B has finite order modulo np  for any n.

(2) There exists a unique prime integer Z∈′p  (which is prime in ,Z
but may not be prime in E ), so that .pp ′|

(3) There exists Z∈n  so that .np |

Remark. By Z  we mean the image of Z  in E, for we do not know if

E has characteristic zero or not.

Proof. Suppose B has order e modulo p. Thus pBe α+= 1  for some

.E∈α  Suppose ,β=α fp  where .| β/p  Now, 2mod1 +α+≡ fen ppnB

(ignoring higher order terms). Thus, B has finite order modulo 2+fp  iff

there is some n such that .2 pnpf α|+  But from our assumptions on f, this

means .np |  Conversely, if ,np |  then ( ) ,mod1 2+×+= fen ppnB  and one

can inductively show that .mod1,
1 men pBfm

fm
≡>∀

−−
 Thus (1) and (3)

are equivalent.
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That (2) and (3) are equivalent is easy: in one direction, choose

.pn ′=  In the other direction, decompose n into prime factors (as

integers), and note that in pE,  must divide some integer prime factor of

n. If p divided two such, then it would divide any integer linear

combination of these prime numbers, whence p would divide 1, and hence

be a unit. This is not possible.

Thus, we now make the following

Standing assumptions. (1) ( )ν,E  is a Euclidean domain, not a field.

Fix .0EB ∉

(2) For each prime ,|, BpEp /∈  (a) B has finite order modulo p, and

(b) there exists a unique prime integer Z∈′p  so that pp ′|  (and )0≠′p

in E.

As an easy consequence, we have

Lemma 12. E (or its quotient field ) has characteristic 0.

Proof. E is not a field, so there exists a nonzero nonunit in E. By

unique factorization, there exists a nonzero prime ,Ep ∈  so by

assumption there exists a nonzero prime integer p′  that is a multiple of

p. Now, 0Ep ∉′  since .0Ep ∉  This would give a contradiction if E had

positive characteristic, so we are done.

Lemma 13. If ( ) ,1, =dB  then B has finite order modulo d. Further,

there is a unique N∈n  such that for each mdm |∈ ,Z  in E iff mn |  in .Z

Proof. We argue by induction on the number of distinct prime factors

of d (ignoring multiplicities). If this number is 1, then d is a prime power,

and we are done by the previous lemma.

Suppose we now have a general dpd r ′=  for some p prime in E,

coprime to ,d′  and suppose we know the result for .d′  Then dB f ′α+= 1

for some ., fα  If ,mod1 re pB ≡  then 1≡efB  modulo both d′  and ,rp

which are coprime. Hence by unique factorization, ,mod1 dBef ≡  and we

are done.
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Finally, if ∏ α=
i i

ipd ,  and ,Z∈′| ii pp  then ( )∏ ∈′| α
i i

ipd .Z  Thus the

set S of integers divisible by d, properly contains the element 0 (since E

has characteristic zero, from above). Moreover, S is clearly an ideal in ,Z
hence is principal and generated by some .N∈n  This is the required n

(and ),nd |  and we are done.

We now calculate =dD  the number of digits in the recurring decimal

part of ,
d
x  where d is coprime to both x and B, and h

hpppd ααα= 21
21

(the ip ’s here are distinct primes coprime to B, and ).N∈αi

For the rest of this section, fix ∏ α=
i i

ipd  coprime to B, and fix p, a

prime factor of d. Define ( ) === ipii Dqpq  order of B in ( ) ,×EpE i  and

define f to be the highest power of p that divides the prime integer p′  (as

in the Standing Assumptions above). Also let ( )mpν  be the largest power

of p that divides m in the UFD E.

We first prove the following generalization of [16, P.1.2 (iv), p. 11]

(special cases of the result in [16] were known to Euler):

Proposition 2. Given yx ≠  in E, define ( )
yx
yxma

mm

−
−=  for .0≥m

Now assume that ( )yxp −|  and .| yp /  Then ( ) .mpmap |′⇔|  If, moreover,

( ) ( )  ,1 0N∈−′>−ν pfyxp  then for all ,N∈m  we have

( )( ) ( ).m
yx
yx

ma p

mm

pp ν=









−
−

ν=ν

In particular, ( ) ( )yxyx pp −− ′′  is divisible by fp  but not by .1+fp

Proof. Firstly, it is easy to check that ( ) ( ( ) )1−−|− mmymayx  for all

m. Now suppose ( ).yxp −|  Then ( ) ( ),mod1 yxmyma m −≡ −  whence the

same holds modulo p. Since yp,  are coprime, we conclude that ( ) ⇔| map

,mpmp |′⇔|  by Lemma 13 above.
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Now suppose that ( ) ( ).1−′>−ν pfyxp  Setting ,tyx =−  we get

that

( ) (( ) ) ∑ ′

=
−−′′′ 






 ′

=−+=′
p

i
iippp ty

i

p
tytypa

1
1.

Over here, every term except the first and last one, is divisible by ,pp ⋅′

since there is a binomial coefficient and a power of t in each term. Thus,

modulo ,1+fp  we have ( ) .11 −′−′ +′≡′ pp typpa  The last term is divisible

by ( ),1−′pnp  where ( ) ( );1−′>−ν= pfyxn p  hence it is divisible by

.1+fp  The first term is only divisible by ,fp  since yp,  are coprime.

Thus the last line of the result is proved.

To prove the rest of the result, suppose ,spum ′=  where .| up /′  Now

define ( ) ( ) ,,
ii p

i
p

i yYxX ′′ ==  and note that

,
1

0
∏
−

=

′′

−
−

⋅
−
−

=
−
−

s

i ii

p
i

p
i

ss

u
s

u
s

mm

YX

YX

YX
YX

yx
yx

where the product on the right telescopes. Since ( ) ( ),ii YXyx −|−  hence

( ) ( )1−′>−ν pfYX iip  for all i. Hence by the previous paragraph, each

term in the product is exactly divisible by ;fp  moreover, the remaining

term is not divisible by p by the first part of this result, since .| up /

Hence

( ).mfs
yx
yx

p

mm

p ν==







−
−ν

Theorem 4. For all nn qqn =∈ +1,N  or .nqp′  Now let g be the least

natural number so that (a) ( ),1−′> pfg  and (b) .1 gg qpq ′=+  Then for

all ,0≥n  we have

( )  .g
fn

ng qpq ′=+
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Proof. First, the general case. We assume .1 nn qq ≠+  Now, ≡+1nqB

,mod1mod1 1 nn pp ≡+  whence .1+| nn qq  So let .1 nn mqq =+  We now

use the first part of Proposition 2, setting nqBx =  and .1=y  Thus, the

order of nqB  in ( )×+ EpE n 1  is larger than 1 and divides the prime integer

,p′  whence it is .p′

Next, let g be as above, and let .N∈n  By the previous paragraph,

( ) g
s

ng qpq ′=+  for some s. We now apply the second part of Proposition

2, this time setting .1, == yBx gq
 Thus

( ) ( )
(( ) ) fsp

yx
yx s

p

pp

p

ss

=′ν=













−
−ν

′′

and the result follows.

Remarks. (1) To conclude this discussion, if h
hpppd ααα= 21

21  is

coprime to B, then to find ,dD  we find ( ) ( )....,,2,1 hipqQ ii i
== α  Since

hppp ...,,, 21  all divide ,1−dDB  hence hQQQ ...,,, 21  all divide .dD

Moreover, dD  is the least such positive number. Hence

( )....,,, 21 hd QQQlcmD = (7)

(2) For ,Z=E  note that pp =′  is itself prime, so that ,1=f  and all

our other standing assumptions are satisfied, for any .1>B  Moreover,

( )Bod  now does denote the number of digits in the recurring part of the

decimal expansion (in base B) of ,1 d  so we can compute this using the

above theorem.

(3) In the decimal system ( ),10=B  note that for the first few primes

,5>p  we have ,1=g  though 23 =g  for .3=p  Thus, ,193 == DD

,9,3 8127 == DD  and so on, while ,4276,6 497 =×== DD  etc.
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One can ask if this phenomenon actually holds for all primes .5>p

In other words, are the orders of 10 in ( )×ZZ p  and ( )×ZZ 2p  unequal for

all primes ?5>p

The answer is no. The prime 487=p  satisfies 486121 =−== pqq

( )( ).1and 3 −= ppq

 However, is there a base B for which this property does hold (for

?)Z=E

6. Concluding Remarks and Questions

We conclude this part with a few questions: all the properties asked

below are known to hold or not to hold for Z=E  or [ ],XF  and we want to

ask whether they hold in general, or if we can characterise all Euclidean

domains with that property.

(1) Is there always a “good” quotient and remainder ? In other words,

can we always find a valuation ν, so that the following holds ?

Given ,0, Eds ∈≠  we can find rq,  by the Euclidean algorithm, such

that 0, =+= rrdqs  or ( ) ( ),dr ν<ν  and with the additional property that

( ) ( ).sdq ν≤ν

For example, in ,Z=E  suppose .3,11 =−= ds  Then ( ) 14 +−= ds

( ) ( ),23 −+−= d  and we take the good ( )rq,  to be ( ).2,3 −−

(2) Does there exist a (sub)multiplicative valuation? Namely, a

valuation ν satisfying: if ( ) ( )ba ν≤ν  and ( ) ( ),dc ν≤ν  then ( ) ( ).bdac ν≤ν

(3) Does there always exist a valuation satisfying the triangle

inequality?

(4) Is there a characterization of all Euclidean domains in which every

prime divides a prime integer (i.e., pp ′|  in E, where p′  is prime in ,Z
and nonzero in E ) ?
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For example, it is true in Z=E  and in [ ]iZ  (because bia +  divides

,22 Z∈+ ba  so every prime divides an integer, and by Lemma 11 above,

we are done). But this property does not hold in [ ]XFE =  (F a field),

since the polynomial 1−X  is prime, but does not divide any integer (or

field element).

We have a partial answer for this last question (note that we already

saw above that E has to have characteristic zero here).

Proposition 3. Suppose ( )ν,E  is a Euclidean domain but not a field.

If the strong Euclidean algorithm holds, and every prime Ep ∈  divides a

prime integer ,Ep ⊂∈′ Z  then E is finitely generated as an R-module over

the subring [ ].×= ER Z

Proof. We produce a surjection: [ ] ,EXR →  with a monic polynomial

in the kernel. Note that { } .00 REE ⊂= × ∪  We first claim that there is

a (set-theoretic) surjection: [ ]0 .E X E

Since E is not a field, there exist nonzero nonunits. Pick one with the

least valuation, say ,EB ∈  such that ( ) ( ) ( )yBu ν≤ν<ν  for all nonzero

nonunits y and all units u in E. By Lemma 3, the evaluation map: BX

is a surjection from [ ]XE0  onto E. Hence it extends to an R-linear map:

[ ] .R X E

Next, by factoring B into a product of primes, we can find Z∈n  such

that .nB |  Thus, nBl =  for some .El ∈  Write ( )Bpl =  for some polynomial

p in [ ];0 XE  we thus get that ( ) BcBcBBpBln m
m 0

1 ++=== +  for

some ,0Eci ∈  and .0≠mc  Thus mc  is a unit, and we get that

( ) .00
1 =−++= + nBcBcBq m

m

This means that ( )Xqcm
1−  is in the kernel of the surjection [ ] EXR →

(which is the evaluation map at B). Since ( )Xqcm
1−  is monic, hence ,,1 B

mBB ...,,2  generate E over R, and we are done.
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Remarks. The result implies that E is not a polynomial ring [ ].XF

Moreover, if ×E  is finite, then E is a finitely generated abelian group.

Also, the proof only assumes that the Euclidean algorithm terminates for

all ( ),, Bs  where B is any fixed element not in ,0E  of least ν-value.

Similar questions have been answered; we give a couple of examples.

Given ,N∈n  we define a Euclidean domain to be of type n if, for every

0, ≠ds  (as in the definition of a Euclidean domain E ), such that ,| sd /

there exist exactly n distinct pairs ( )ii rq ,  satisfying the Euclidean

algorithm property .1 nirdqs ii ≤≤∀+=  We then have the following

two results.

Theorem 5 [2]. The only Euclidean domain of type 2 is .Z=E

Theorem 6 [15, 7]. The only Euclidean domains of type 1 are FE =

or [ ],XF  where F is a field and X is transcendental over F. (In particular,

.)×× = FE

Similar results were also shown by Jacobson and Picavet, in [6] and

[14], respectively.

Part 3: Quantitative Aspects

(Written with P. Moree)

According to [19], many people, including Johann Bernoulli III, C.-F.

Gauss, A. H. Beiler, S. Yates and others, have worked on the problem of

repeating decimals. Repeating decimals were quite a popular topic of

study in the 19th century (cf. Zentralblatt). We also find the following

remarks:

All prime numbers coprime to 10 can be divided into three groups:

(1) p such that 1−= pDp  (the full-period primes).

(2) p such that 1−< pDp  is odd (the odd-period primes).

(3) p such that 1−< pDp  is even (the non-full-period primes).
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It was found that the proportion of primes in these three groups had

a relatively stable asymptotic ratio of around 9:8:7, by numerical

computations up to .1370471=p  We will now explain that it is possible

to be more precise than this.

Concerning the primes in (1). The full-period primes have been well

studied, starting with C.-F. Gauss in his 1801 masterpiece Disquisitiones

Arithmeticae. Though no written source for this seems to be available,

folklore has it that Gauss conjectured that there are infinitely many

full-period primes.

In September 1927, Emil Artin made a conjecture which implies that

the proportion of primes, modulo which 10 is a primitive root (i.e., primes

of type (1) in the classification above), should equal a number we now call

Artin’s constant ....1923739558136.0=A  More precisely, we have

( )∏ 







−
−=

p
pp

A ,
1

11

where the product is over all primes. Clearly, this is close to 83249 =

,375.0=  the ratio mentioned above. Assuming the Generalised Riemann

Hypothesis (GRH) it was proved by Hooley [5] that the full-period primes

have proportion A.

Artin’s original conjecture gave a prediction for the density of primes

p such that a prescribed integer g is a primitive root modulo p. Following

numerical calculations by Derrick H. Lehmer and Emma Lehmer in 1957,

Artin corrected his conjecture for certain g (see [18]), and his corrected

conjecture, also attributed to Heilbronn, was proved by Hooley in the

paper cited above, on assuming GRH. Further generalisations of Artin’s

primitive root conjecture are discussed, e.g., in the survey paper [11].

In [4], Heath-Brown, improving on earlier work by Gupta and Ram

Murty [3], proved a result which implies, unconditionally, that there exist

at most two primes ( )0>p  - and three squarefree integers 1>k  - for

which there are only finitely many full-period primes (i.e., for which the

qualitative version of Artin’s primitive root conjecture fails).
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Concerning the primes in (2). Since for an odd prime p, the number

1−p  is even, the primes p in (2) can be alternatively described as the

primes p such that pD  is odd. These primes also have been the subject of

study (by mathematicians including Sierpinski, Hasse and Odoni).
Without assuming any hypothesis, it can be shown that the proportion of

primes p such that the order of g modulo p with g any prescribed integer

is odd, exists and is a computable rational number. It turns out (cf. [1,

Theorem 3.1.3] or [9, Corollary 1]), that if the base B is not of the form
2u±  or 22u±  for any ,N∈u  then the proportion of primes p (among all

primes) with odd period, is .31  Thus the proportion of the primes in (2)

equals .31

Concerning the primes in (3). The proportion of primes such that pD

is even equals .32311 =−  Thus, on assuming GRH, the proportion of

primes (3) equals .32 A−  As shown in Lemma 8 above, B has even period

mod p with Bp 2|/  iff p divides 1+lB  for some .1≥l  Thus the even period

condition modulo p is related to the divisibility of certain sequences by p.

In brief, we have arrived at the following result:

Proposition 4. Assume GRH. Then the natural densities of the sets of

primes (1), (2), respectively (3), are given in the table below.

(1) (2) (3)

δ A 31 A−32

δ≈ 0.37395… 0.33333… 0.29271…

Kvant [19] 249 248 247

≈ 0.37500… 0.33333… 0.29166…

We next look at the residual index [( ) ]Bpcp :×= ZZ  (mentioned

above), which was also equal to the number of distinct chains of recurring

decimals (in base B). Recall that we had ,1−= pcb pp  where pb  is the

order of B modulo p.
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Note that given a fixed ,N∈m  the number of primes p such that

mbp =  is finite, since there are only finitely many primes less than .mB

We now ask for the density of the set of primes for which the residual

index is fixed, namely { }.:prime mcp p =  (Note that if ,1=m  then this

was Artin’s conjecture.)

This too has been answered: in [12] we find that assuming the GRH,

the density of this set ( )m
BN  equals ( )m

BC  for certain B, which has been

explicitly mentioned therein. This density roughly decreases in the order

of .2−m  Similar results were obtained for arbitrary B by Wagstaff [20].

Finally, we ask how often the order of B modulo p differs from that

modulo .2p  Related to this is the question: how often does 2p  divide

11 −−pB  (or not)? This is related to the Wieferich criterion, which first

arose in the study of Fermat’s last theorem.

For ,N∈x  let us denote the primes less than x, in each of the two

sets above, by ( )xS1  and ( ),2 xS  respectively. Note that every prime

occurs either in 1S  or in .2S  From [13] we see, roughly speaking, that

the size of ( )xS2  can be normally approximated (if )1>B  by a constant

times ln ln x.

Moreover, if we assume the abc-conjecture to be true, then we

infer (cf. [17]) that, as x tends to infinity, the cardinality of { :xp ≤

( )}1| 12 −/ −pBp  exceeds Bc ln x, where Bc  depends on B but not on x.
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